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During SharkFest, Bill Counterman and I had the pleasure of dissecting
the head and anterior thorax of a Shortfin mako. The vast majority of visitors
were fascinated by our presentation of certain cranial features, gill anatomy, and
the partial digestive tract (only one young lady fainted, probably due to a
combination of the strong smell of death, a crowed space with no fresh air, and
the graphic visuals).
Following SharkFest, out of curiosity, I cut into the tail to see how it was
put together. I was so impressed with what I saw in terms of its structural
complexity, I just had to share the following photographs with club members.
Unfortunately, I only have a rudimentary knowledge of shark caudal anatomy.
Consequently, I am not able to fully interpret what is seen in these images.
Perhaps they will lead to a more detailed article in the future.

Saturday, November
5,2005 was to have
been the date of our
next fossil club
meeting and pot luck
lunch. However, we
received notice from
pes PhosPllateMine
in Aurora, NC, that
that day was our
chance to access the
.. spoil heaps. Not
. wanting club
members to miss our
meeting and potluck,
it was decided to
change the date of
our next meeting to
the following
----...Saturday,·
November 12.
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A mako shark caudal fin
in right lateral view,
showing
its
nearly
symmetrical dorsal and
ventral lobes. A string of
distal caudal
centra
(lighter colored centra)
are exposed in the upper
left-hand corner of the
photograph. Remember,
there are no vertebral
centra or other skeletal
suppor~ in the ven~al
lobe of a shark's tail.
Photo by S. Godfrey.
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A section through the ventral lobe of a mako caudal
fin viewed perpendicular to the plane of the cut.
Notice 1) the absence of centra and 2) the fin's
hydrodynamic shape. The leading edge of the
ventral fin lobe is on the right-hand side of the
photograph.
The light-colored spindle-shaped
center of the fin appears to be surrounded by dots.
These "dots" are "structural/strengthening" fibers
that have been cut. Uncut fibers are seen in the
following photograph. Photo by Bill Counterman.

The dashed lines A, B, & C mark approximately
where the caudal fin was sectioned. Views of these
sections are shown in thefollowing three images.

C
A
The dorsal side of some caudal centra viewed
perpendicular to the plane of the cut. The tail was
sectioned immediately above and parallel to the
length of the caudal centra. In this view, every
centrum possesses a pair of basidorsal foramina
(round openings) filled
with the now-cut
cartilaginous processes. Photo by Bill Counterman.

Section through the ventral lobe of the caudal fin
along its long axis showing the clear structural
fibers, some of which have been teased out. These
"structural/strengthening" fibers appear to run
parallel to the long axis of the ventralfin lobe. Photo
by Bill Counterman.
Stephen Godfrey

Club website: http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmmfc/index.html
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A Message from the
Club's President
I first want to thank our immediate past
president, Grenda Dennis, for the wonderful job she
did during her term in office. Grenda provided
insightful leadership to club members, volunteering
her time and energy despite the rigors of holding
down a full-time job in the Washington, DC area,
where just commuting to and from work can wear
you down!!!
I've just finished reading an item on CNN's
website
(http://www.cnn.com/2 OOS/TECH/science/OS/02/ scie
nce.dinosaur.reut/index.html)
that
details
the
discovery of a nearly complete dinosaur skull
unearthed in the Hell Creek Formation of central
South Dakota in 2003.
The dinosaur is a 66-million-year-old
member of the pachycephalosaur
family that
resembles a horse-sized plant eater with spikes on its
~'lt bony head, but without a bone dome. The article
~[ates
that
the
only
other
flat-headed
pachycephalosaurs so far discovered were found in
China and Mongolia, but all those had short muzzles
and no long horns anywhere on the skull.
The article further notes that the discovery
prompted paleontologist Robert Bakker to exclaim,
"When my colleagues saw a CAT scan of the new
fossil, they tore up their family tree diagrams and
said, 'Back to the drawing board!' ...We never
suspected such a creature existed."
Fossil excitement aside, the real story to me
was that three amateur fossil hunters from Iowa
discovered the skull. These are folks just like the
members of our club, people who work hard during
the week and "dig hardy" on weekends.
Every
Saturday and Sunday, hundreds of amateurs comb
the beaches and backwoods of America looking for
Mr. Bigtooth (gomphothere or megalodon, your
choice). And not only do they find them, they help
dig 'em up. Witness the CMMFC team effort to
extricate the baleen whale skull from along the St.
~l\1ary's River in 2003 after Hurricane Isabel.
And that's what I want to celebrate in this
-president's
message-the
contributions
to

paleontology made by club members month after
month, year after year.
Paleontology is probably one of only a
handful of sciences that depend on and receive so
much support from amateurs (the other science that
comes to mind is astronomy). An amateur in this
sense refers to someone without the requisite
academic and formal scientific training as a
paleontologist.
The list of contributions to astronomy by
amateurs is endless. Consider the on-going SETI
(Search for Extra-Terrestrial Life) project. As I write
this, hundreds of amateur astronomers worldwid~ are
scanning the skies looking for signs that alien life
forms may exist. Others are eyeballing their
telescopes looking for the next asteroid or comet.
On the paleontology side, amateur fossil
sleuths are trudging through knee-high brush or
climbing sandstone cliffs under scorching sun
hoping to find some elusive bone fragment that
could lead to the discovery of a new species.
(Clearly the amateur astronomers have an
easier life. All they need is a computer, a telescope
and a cold beer and they're happy!!! They don't even
need sunlight!!! We amateur paleontologists require
bug spray, sunglasses, sunscreen, sun visors, hip
waders, water jugs, broad-brimmed hats, steel-toed
boots, knee pads, shovels, picks, hoes, buckets,
screen boxes, not to mention a pickup truck to carry
everything.)
CMMFC members log in hundreds of
volunteer hours each year. I counted at least 10 club
members manning tables and interacting with
visitors during CMM's annual SharkFest held July 9.
So, I salute you all. Keep up the good work!!
Bruce Hargreaves

P-

Leonardo, a Superbly
Well-preserved
Duck-billed Dinosaur
http://wVv"W.msnbc.msn.com/id/82 72638/ site/newswe
ek/
Many thanks to Margaret

Club website: http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmmfc/index.html

Noel for this link.
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Marty Meyer Finds a Partial
Dolphin Skull and Then Some ...
In August, CMM fossil club member, Marty
Meyer, discovered a partially exposed dolphin skull
in the surf below Calvert Cliffs at the north end of
the County. The day Bill Counterman and I went
to collect the specimen, Marty found three Meg
teeth, the largest of which is shown below.
Favorable winds blew the water away from the cliff
so we did not have to quarry underwater.
Unfortunately, the mid-section of the long rostrum
was missing so the skull was removed in two smaller
field jackets.

C. megalodon tooth found by Marty Meyer. Photo

by S. Godfrey.

Marty Meyer smiles/or good reason! He is about to
pick up a large C. megalodon tooth discovered as
float from the north end of Calvert Cliffs. Photo by
S. Godfrey.

Marty Meyer (left) and Bill Counterman begin to
quarry a partial dolphin skull from the base of Bed
10. Some of the sediments surrounding the skull
were exceeding hard (i.e. concreted).
These
indurated sediments had probably helped to preserve
the skull ag{linst rapid wave erosion, but they also
made it more difficult to quarry down around the
skull. Photo by S. Godfrey. V

Club website: http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmmfc/index.html
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Fascinating Fossil Finds
Brittle Stars from Calvert Cliffs
Brittle stars are most closely related to
starfish. These "star-animals" are known formally as
the Asterozoa and along with sea urchins, sea
cucumbers, sea lilies, and some entirely extinct
forms (cystoids and blastoids), comprise a diverse
and ancient group known as the Echinodermata
("spiny-skinned" animals).
Brittle star bodies consist of a central disk
from which radiate five slender and very flexible
anns. The arms are covered by four rows of
articulating calcareous plates that look a little bit like
tapering zippers. After a brittle star dies and the
connective tissue holding their arms together
decomposes, these "zippers" easily disintegrate. For
this reason and because brittle stars are smallish
animals, their fossilized remains are infrequently
collected along Calvert Cliffs. Careful examination
-----...
of sediment infilled shells and slump blocks offered
up the following specimens.

Enlarged view ofCMM-I-1699, showing the remains
of at least seven Ophioderma sp. seen here in ventral
view (also known as the oral surface). The mouth is
located at the center of the star. These individuals
may have taken refuge in the clamshell prior to
becoming entombed. Collected by Jean Hooper.
Scan by S. Godfrey.

CMM-I-3066 Ophioderma sp. from the St. Marys
Formation of Calvert Cliffs. This lone brittle star is
seen in dorsal view. The scale bar is in centimeters.
Collected by Bill Counterman. Scan by S. Godfrey.
CMM-I-1699 Ophioderma sp. from the St. Marys
Formation of Calvert Cliffs. Collected and donated
to the Calvert Marine Museum by Jean Hooper.
Scan by S. Godfrey.

William Counterman

Club website: http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmmfc/index.html

and Stephen Godfrey

V
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Pathological Fossil Fish Vertebra
The following fish vertebra was found on
Jensen
Beach,
Hutchinson
Island,
Florida.
Ordinarily, a single fossil fish vertebra would not be
considered for inclusion in The Ecphora, but this
specimen is so grotesquely pathological that an
exception was made.
In the end-view photograph of the vertebra
below, the roots of the incomplete neural arch are
visible on the top of the centrum. A smattering of
gray-colored sediment partially infills the concave
circular outline of the centrum. To the side and
extending far below the usual extent of the centrum
is a greatly swollen hyperostosis.

A pathological fossil fish vertebra; lateral view. The
upper half of the vertebral centrum is visible above
the swollen hyperostosis. Collected on Jensen Beach,
Hutchinson Island, Florida by Andi, Art, Samantha,
and Abigail Kuehne. Scale bar is in centimeters.
Scan by S. Godfrey.
Stephen Godfrey

V

And the winner is ...

A pathological fossil fish vertebra; axial view.
Collected on Jensen Beach, Hutchinson Island,
Florida by Andi, Art, Samantha,
and Abigail
Kuehne.
Scale bar is in centimeters. Scan by S.
Godfrey.

Guy DeWeever,_ who was only three teeth
away (2493) from correctly guessing the number of
fossil shark teeth in the jar (2496) at SharkFest. As a
result of his skillful estimate, Guy won Bretton
Kent's book Fossil Shark from the Chesapeake Bay
Region. I was impressed with the wide range of
guesses, from a low of only 100 to an outrageous
high of 5 billion ... hum. Congratulation Guy and
many thanks to everyone who participated. V
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UPCOMING FIELD TRIPS
AND EVENTS

-. Pathological Fossil Shark Centra

Call-ins to Bob Ertman after 7:05 PM at 410-5334203 on the Tuesday before the trip. Note: Lee
Creek trip, sign up now, don't wait for the Tuesday
before the trip, then it will be too late (see below)!
Saturday and Sunday, October 8 & 9, 10:00 AM5:00 PM. Patuxent River Appreciation Days at
CMM.
Please
contact
Stephen
Godfrey
at
Godfresj@co.cal.md.us or by calling 410-326-2.042
ext 28, if you will be able to lend assistance for the
event or wish to display some of your finds one or
both days.

CMM-V-3279 consists of two shark centra from
Calvert Cliff The adjacent centra are inextricably
fused as a result of a pathology. The paired openings
seen in these vertebrae are the basidorsal or
~basiventral foramina that in life held the roots of the
cartilaginous vertebral processes. This specimen is
probably derived from the Choptank Formation.
Joseph Coscia collected it as "float" and donated to
the Calvert Marine Museum. Scan by S. Godfrey.
Stephen Godfrey

-Q-

White Perch, Marone americana

Saturday,
October 22, Lost River site near
Wardensville for trilobites. This roadside quarry
cuts into a Devonian reef, about 390 million years
old. Rock hammer, chisel, putty knife, and eye
protection are recommended.
Saturday,
November 5, Lee Creek, aka PCS
Phosphate Mine in Aurora, NC. A diversity of
Miocene and Pliocene vertebrate and invertebrate
material with abundant' shark, whale, porpoise, turtle,
fish, and mollusk specimens can be found. The giant
and highly prized Carcharocles megalodon shark
teeth, and relatively rare bramble (Echinorhinus
blakei), whale (Rhincodon sp.) and false mako
(Parotodus benedeni) teeth, and seal, walrus,
Squalodon, and sea cow material have turned up on
rare occasions. Hard hats, steel-toe boots, sleeved
shirts, long pants, and photo ID are required. Call-in
could be either to: robert.ertman@usda.gov
or
410-533-4203 (After 7:00 pm)!
Saturday, November 5~Scientist's Cliffs. Beachcollected and slump-block Miocene fossils from
along the Chesapeake Bay.

"

The skeleton of a White Perch, Morone americana,
prepared by Bill Counterman for the Museum's
growing comparative osteology collection. Scan by
S. Godfrey. -Q-

Saturday, November 12, 12:00, Club meeting and
Pot Luck meal together. Please bring a dish to share
and any interesting or curious fossils that you have
collected recently. Note the change of date! No call
in please! -Q-

Club website: http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.com/cmmfc/index.html
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Prep Lab Volunteers Celebrate
Group Achievement Award

SharkFest 2005

This year our fossil preparation volunteers were the
recipients of the Calvert Marine Museum's Group
Achievement Award!
This award comes with a
special recognition event that included a mealtime
cruise on the Museum's historic Bugeye, the
William B. Tennison; a good time was had by all.

From left to right Steve Grossman, Sandy Roberts,
Pat Fink, and Grenda Dennis, manned the CMM
Fossil Club tables during SharkFest 2005. Doris
Fisk, Wanda Florence, Bruce Hargreaves, Jean
Hooper, and Flo Strean were alsopart of the serum.
Photo by Paul Berry.

Photo by Pat Fink. -P

.

Lee Creek

Bill Counterman, guest presenter Paige Epler, and
Stephen Godfrey interpret the anatomy of a Shortjin
mako for museum visitors during SharkFest 2005.
Photo by Paul Berry. -P

Members of the CMM's fossil club in the parking lot
at Lee Creek (PCS Phosphate Mine), April 17, 2005
-P
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A Mammoth Find in California
The following link, sent in by Virginia
Friedman, details the discovery of fossilized bones
from San Jose, California. That find may produce a
complete specimen of an ancient elephant.
http://www.sfgate.comlcgibiniarticle.cgi?f=/c/a/2005/07114/BAGLJDNM7Tl.
DTL&hw=bones&sn=OO 1&sc= 1000

Octopus-Clasping
C. megalodon-Tooth Necklace
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Detailed view of the megalodon tooth necklace
owned by Dr. Abbie Smith. You. can't miss the
superbly crafted octopus clasping the root of the
tooth. Notice also the pearl held by one of the
tentacles and ruby octopus eyes! Photo by S.
Godfrey. U

Editor's Column

Megalodon tooth necklace owned by Dr. Abbie
Smith. She purchased this lovely piece about 12
years agofrom an unknown artist from Ponte Verde,
", Florida. Many thanks to Dr. Smith for sharing this
superbly set shark tooth. Photo by S. Godfrey.

Club website: http://www.calvertmarinemuseum.comlcmmfc/index.html
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The largest and only C. megalodon tooth in my
collection is this lovely glass reproduction. Photo by
S. Godfrey. U
Club email: CMMFossilclub@hotmail.com
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The Ecphora is published four times a year and is the
official newsletter of the Calvert Marine Museum
Fossil Club.
All opinions expressed in the
newsletter are strictly those of the authors and do not
reflect the views of the club or the museum as a
whole. Copyright on items or articles published in
The Ecphora is held by originating authors and may
only be reproduced with the written permission of
the editor or of the author(s) of any article contained
within .

Editors Address:
Stephen Godfrey Ph.D.
Curator of Paleontology
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD 20688
Godfresj@co.cal.md.us
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